FOR ATTENTION OF ALL CURRENT BENEFICIARIES OF PMSSS

Full Maintenance allowance for all PMSSS students for the academic session 2019-20 is released, although lockdown started in March 2020.

Maintenance Allowance for the odd and even semester of the academic session 2020-21 is under process batch-wise adhering to the instruction of the Ministry of Education.

Even in academic session 2020-21, Rs. 20,000/- per semester is already released in most cases, installments are being released batch-wise immediately on completion of verification of the cases based on the certification of the Principal of the colleges concerned.

As far as monthly installment of Rs. 10,000/- maintenance expenses are concerned, it shall be given to only those who physically lived in the hostel, in the location of the college & not to those who lived in J&K and Ladakh.

All students are hereby instructed not to send unnecessary mails on this subject as this impedes actual processing work by the officials of the PMSSS Cell and causing delay in disbursement.

The students are advised to wait patiently for necessary action at our end as explained above. For any other issue / matter please lodge grievance only on the PMSSS Grievance Portal.

All other emails to different functionaries and spamming their mail box shall not be attended to.

Head, PMSSS